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It is generally conceded that the bond between
concrete and steel consists of adhesion, frictional resis-
tance, and shear, A combination of these three form the
total "bond with the frictional resistance or shear in ex-
cess of the other two according to the kind of bar used.
Adhesion is that part of the bond which is
caused by the molecular attraction of the concrete for
the steel. An evidence of this is that a layer of mortar
will be found on a bar which has been imbedded in concrete.
Not very much is known of the amount of this attraction
as it is very difficult to divide the bond into its three
components.
The frictional resistance, as may be seen by
the name, is the resistance of the concrete to the move-
ment of the bar after it has had an initial slip. With
the plain bars this is the largest part of the bond.
With the initial slip of the bar the shear and adhesion
are destroyed.
The shearing of concrete comprises the greater
part of bond where patented bars are used while very
little in comparison is developed with the plain bars.
The purpose of these tests is to determine the
amount of bond developed by the smooth and deformed bars.
The effects of age, storage, and proportions used in the,
concrete were also investigated.

II. THEORY jm AVAILABLE DATA .
It has been proven in the past in experiments
made by Marsh, De Joly, M. Peret, and M, Considere that
the frictional resistance is the principal item of bond.
In a thesis on this subject presented at the University
of Minnesota the following conclusions were arrived at:
(1) With plain bars from 40 to 80 per cent of the
bond is due to frictional resistance between the concrete
and steel.
(2) Shape of the bars has an effect on the total
bond.
(3) Shear and real adhesion constitute a part of
the total bond.
(4) The bond with patented bars is due largely to
shear of the concrete.
In a paper written by T, L. Condron, presented
before the Western Society of Engineers, is given an
account of the experiments of Prof, C. E. DePuy, of Lewis
Institute. However, he does not divide the bond into
its components. He states that there is a remarkable
lack of uniformity in bond determined by different ex-
periments and gives the following table with the authority
and maximum and minimum amounts of bond, developed in lb.
per sq. in. of imbedded surface for plain and square
bars:

Zeitschrift des Vereins Deutcher Engenieure
(Vol. 49, '05) Cement Age, Oct., 1905 — 83 to 592
E. Morsh, (From Benton und Eisen 1903) — 100 to 696
C. S. Wheeler, U. S, Assistant Engineer -~- 111 to 556
Prof, A. N. TalTDot, University of
Illinois = — 174 to 386
Prof. C. E. DePuy, Lewis Institute 188 to 341
Prof. C. W. Spotford, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology — 219 to 374
S. W. Emerson, Case School of Applied
Science = = = 278 to 587
Prof. P. K. Constant, University of
Minnesota — — 316 to 854
Prof. W. K. Hatt, Purdue University — 470 to 756
Prof. Bauschinger (Prom Buel and Hill) 570 to 640
The proportions used in the concrete in the
experiments of LePuy, were one of cement, two of sand,
and four of "broken stone and mixed to form a wet concrete.
The hars used were round, square and deformed bars with
an imhedment of eight to twenty-four in. and tested at
an age of from 25 to 31 days. In these experiments but
one bar was used in each specimen and this bar extended
3/4 of an in. beyond the concrete block. In testing a
spherometer was placed on this end and with electrical
connections the exact time at which the rod moved could
be noted and also the extent of the movement.

In the University of Illinois Bulletin No. 1,
Vol. II, is given the results of experiments carried on
"by Mr. Davis. The materials used were the same as used
in this thesis. The test pieces, however, contained "but
one rod v/hich was flush with one end of the cylinder and
projected 15 in. "beyond the other end. The rods were
imbedded 12 in. in a 6 in. cylinder. The range of bond
per sq, in. of net surface of the embedded was from 298
to 639 lb, for the Johhson "bar and from 174 to 360 l"b.
for the plain rods. Mr. Davis concluded that a 12-in.
length may be more than should be used in this test. No
attempt was made to divide the bond into its components,
Mr. Kirk in a thesis upon this subject, pre-
sented in 1906 came to the following conclusions:
1. The bond with patented bars, as the Johnson bar,
is due largely to the shearing of the concrete as shown
by concrete remaining between the projections of the rod.
2. With plain rods 50 per cent to 75 per cent of
the total bond is due to the running friction between the
concrete and steel.
3. The bond with rods having a rough and rusted
surface is greater than with rods having a smooth surface.
The same may be said of the rimning friction.
4. The shape of the rod has quite an effect on
the bond,
5. The bond is greater with rich mixtures than
with lean ones,
6. Shear and adhesion form a part of the total bond.

7, The safe allowable working stress for "bond of
plain rods in ordinary conditions should not exceed 125
150 lb. per sq. in, of, surface exposed to concrete,
8. There is very little difference in the bond
per sq, in. for long and short imbedded lengths for the
same type of rods and mixture.

6.
Ill MATERIALS
,
^ST PIECES AKD mTEODS OE TESTING .
The materials used in this thesis were such as
in of
are used in standard practice and^other tests^ reinforced
concrete in the lah oratory.
STONE-
The stone used was Kankakee limestone with
43,8 per cent, of voids.
Fineness Test of Stone.
Size of Seive percent, retained percent, passing
(in.)
1 1/4 5.8 94.2
1 20.5 73.7
1/2 67.8 5.9
1/4 4.5 1.4
1/8 0.6 0.8
Through l/s 0.8
This stone was furnished hy the joint committee and is a
little harder than most of the stone from the same quarry.
The sand used is from near the Wabash River
at Attica, Indiana. It is a coarse, rather sharp and
clean sand with 46,9 percent, of voids.
Eineness Test of Saiid.
Seive No, . Percent. Passing.
5 99.3
10 79.1

Fineness Test of Sand , (Cont)
Seive No. Percent. Passing.
16 60.0
30 27.8
40 18.2
50 10.4
74 5.6
CEMENT-
The cement used was Chicago AA cement purchased
from the Sheldon Brick Co., of Champaign, Illinois. This
is only a moderatelj^ fine cement 72.4 percent, passing a
numher 200 sieve. The tensile strength of this cement
"both neat and mixed one to three with sand is shown in
the tahle helow:
Tensile Strength of Cement.
Ref. Ultimate Strength in lb. per sq. in.
Fo. Age 7 days Age 28 days.
Neat 1:3 Mortar Neat 1:3 Mortar
1 455 340 730 460
2 620 300 750 500
3 545 290 755 450
Average 540 310 740 470
STKFT,-
Plain 1/2 inch mild steel round rods were used
altogether except in case of deformed bars and these were
1/4 inch and I/2 inch Johnson corrugated bars. The elastic
limit of the mi3.d steel was 40,000 lb. per sq. in. and

8for the corrugated "bars about 60,000 lb. per sq. in.
MOULDS-
The moulds consisted of sheets of galvanized
iron bent to form cylinders 8 in. in diameter and 6 in.
long. These moulds were held in cylindrical form by
a band of iron at each end. The ends of these bands were
held together by means of a bolt so that the size could
be adjusted. These moulds were placed upon an 8 x 12 in.
beam. To hold the rods in place in the axis of these molds
holes were bored in the beam and also in a 2 x 4 in. scant-
ling which was supported by a bracket at each end of the
beam, about 20 inches above it. The ends of these rods,
at the center of the moulds were held together by a zinc
ferrule
.
METHOD OP MAKING TIffi SPECIHEUS-
After the forms had been set up as described
above they were ready to receive the concrete. In mixing
the concrete the sand was placed upon the mixing board,
the cement added and this thoroughly mixed. Now the
stone was added and the whole mixed until a uniform color
was obtained. Sufficient water was added to make a wet
concrete, and this thoroughly mixed until it was uniform
in consistancy. All specimens except where otherwise
stated, were made of 1:2:4 mixture of concrete and the
quantities measured by volume. The concrete was intro-
duced into the molds in layers of about 2 in. and tamped
until it was ina quaking condition. These specimens were

marked and notes taken as to the date and conditions of
making. The specimens were removed from the rack after
four days and stored in moist sand until tested. Three
specimens were placed upon the radiators in the lahoratory
and left there for 30 days. This was the condition im-
posed upon those for dry storage. Three specimens each
of the following mixtures were also made, 1: 1 l/2: 3;
1:2:3, 1:3:6 and 1:4:8. These were made in the same
manner as above except the leaner mixtures were mixed
somewhat dryer.
The testing of the specimens was all done upon
the three-screw Oleson testing machine. This machine
has a capacity of 100,000 pounds. The slowest speed
of about 0J)1 in. per minute was used. The rods at each
end of the specimen was placed through the heads of the
machine and held there by a nut screwed upon the threaded
end on the outside of a plate. The maximum load and
running friction were noted.

MATERIALS Am METHODS OP MAKING AND TESTING THE BEAMS.
10
The materials used in making the "beams were the
same as that used in the specimens except that Universal
cement was used. This cement is a little finer ground
than the Chicago A-A but gave about the same values in
tensile strength. The proportions of the concrete used
were 1:2:4. The method of reinforcing, see figure below,
consisted of a one in. round mild steel rod 6 ft. 3 in.
long parallel to the length of the beam at the middle of
the width and about one in. from the bottom. From the
quarter points to the ends of the beam were placed l/2 in.
corrugated steel stirrup spaced 6 in. apart. These
stirrupswere of V-shape and enclosed the longitudinal bar.
The beams were 8 x 11 in. x 6 ft. 6 in. long.
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The beams were tested upon the four screw-Oleson
machine of 200, 000-lb. capacity. The speed used was about
0.4 in. per minute. The loads were applied at the third
points, with a span of 6 ft. The necessary apparatus was
set up and the deflections for each increment of 2,000 lb.
was read. The maximiim load was also noted.

11 EXPERII^ffiNTAL DATA AND DISCUSSION .
The results of these tests are tahulated under the
heads of effect of age, effect of storage, "bond of deformed
bars and effect of mixture. The tables are placed in the
"back of this thesis. The results vary a little more than
would be wished for.
Table I gives the results of tests on age. Not much
can be gathered from this table as the results vary so much.
One reason for the 20-day tests values being higher than
the 60-day and 30-day tests is that the latter specimens
were the first made and the concrete was not as good as
that of later specimens. The 30-day tests are quite con-
sistent and except for one specimen are higher than the
60-day tests.
In Table II, the results for the tests on storage
are given. The average of the dry storage is a little
lower than the moist storage. For dry storage the speci-
mens were placed upon radiators in the testing laboratory
and as most of the time that these specimens were ageing,
on account of the warm weather, there was very little steam
passing through the radiators, therefore the full benefit
of the storage was not obtained. This probably accounts
for the little variation between the results of the dry
and moist storage.

12.
Tatle III gives the results for deformed "bars.
These values are quite consistent. With the 1/4—in. cor-
rugated bars two of them "broke and the third slipped. One
of the rods that failed did not do so until after it had
slipped a small amount. The bond developed was 428 Ih.
per sq. in. in each case. The yield points of the two rods
that failed was reached at the loads of 2400 lb, and 2500
lb. respectively, thus making the elastic limit of the rods
from 38,400 to 40,000 lb. per sq. in. The concrete failed
in tension in the three specimens containing the l/2-in.
corrugated bars. The tensile strength of concrete developed
was from 156 to 17 4 lb. per sq. in. The bond developed
in the l/2-in. corrugated bars was nearly 100 lb. per sq.
in. greater than that of the 1/4—in. bars. Irjdetermining
the bond the area of the deformed bars was taken as if
the bars were l/4-in. and l/2—in. plain square bars. It
.
hair-
was noted that the 1/4—in. ^ that slipped contained particles
of concrete between the projections which showed that shear
was developed.
Table IV gives the results of the tests on dif-
ferent mixtures of concrete. Except for the 1:4:8 mixture
it is seen that in general the bond increases with the
richness of the concrete. The high values of one of the
1:1 1/2: 3 specimens and one of the 1:4:8 specimens can
not be accountedfor.

13.
The running friction is seen to be quite a
valualDle quantity. As would Toe expected the running fric-
tion is greater with the deformed "bar than with the plain
"bar. In general the running friction increases with the
richness of the concrete. This does not agree with the
result obtained in the tests of 1906 where it was found
that the running friction decreased with the richness of
the concrete. On account of the difficulty of dividing
the "bond into its components no attempt was made to deter-
mine the amount of adhesion or shear. The only mortar
found upon a plain rod that had "been pulled from the con-
crete, was that filling the indentations on this rod.
There "being no coating of mortar^ It was seen that the
shearing strength of the mortar was greater than the ad-
hesive stress "between the concrete and the steel. Real
adhesion probably forms only a small part of the total
bond. This may be shown by laying a flat bar upon con-
crete and after the concrete has set sufficiently the rod
may be loosened by a very slight blow.
The beams tested both failed by bond. The bond
developed in the two beams, 101.1-5 and 1011-6 was 364 lb.
and 296 lb. respectively, giving a higher value than the
average bond developed in the usual bond test specimens.
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BEAM NO. 1011 - 5^.
The loads and deflections obtained from beam
No, 1011-5 are as follows:
TABLE OP DEPLECTIOITS.
LOAD
LB.
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
12000
14000
16000
18000
20000
20400
DEFLECTIONS.
EAST SIDE WEST SIDE
IN.
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.06
0.09
0.12
0.15
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.24
IN.
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.04 Small vertical cracks
appeared at center an(^
0.07 on each side of load
points.
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.13
0.15
0.18 Beam Failed
The failure as shown in the figure below was
probably by the slipping of the longitudional reinforcing
rod. This is shown by the five vertical cracks one at
the center line of the beam and one on each side of the
load points. Therefore the beam failed in bond and the

PIGITRE 2.
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vertical cracks a,re caused "by this failure allowing tension
in the concrete. The method of failure of a "beam with
only longitudinal reinforcing is by diagonal shear. This
shear is taken up hy the I/2—in. corrugated steel stirrups.
With a load of 8,000 lb. these cracks first appeared on
the east side of the beam. The beam failed in bond at a
load of 20,400 lb. as described above. After these cracks
had opened sufficiently it was noted that the longitudinal
reinforcing rod was 1/2 in. off center being nearer the
west side which caused the cracks to open first on the
east side. The load-deflection curve will be found on
Plate I. The bond developed in the longitudinal rod in
this beam from formula u^-^^/ was found to be 364 lb.
per sq. in. The notation of this formula is: V= total
shear at joint, m=number of reinforcing rods, 0= circum-
ference of rod, and d' is the distance from the center of
reinforcement to the center of gravity of the compressive
stresses. The beams were tested at an age of days.
BEAM NO. 1011 - 6.
The failure of beam No. 1011-6 differs from the
failure of No. lQll-5 only in the number of vertical cracks.
Two vertical cracks, one about 5 in. toward the end of the
beam from each load point, were developed. These cracks are
shown by Figure 3. Therefore this beam also failed in bond.

16,
FIGURE 3.
TABLE OF LOADS KKD DEFLECTIONS «
DEFLECTIONS
LOADS EAST SIDE WEST SIDE
LB« IN. IN.
0.00 0.00
2000 0.01 0.01
4000 0.02 0.02
6000 0.03 0.03
8000 0.05 0.05
10000 0.08 0.06
12000 0.09 0.08
14000 0.11 0.10
16000 0.13 0.12
16700 0.28 0.34
The bond developed in the longitudinal reinforcing
of this beam was 296 lb. per sq. in.

CONCLUSIONS.
The following corxclusions v^ere arrived at from
the results of the tests!
(1) The "bond developed in moist storage is greater
than that of dry storage.
(2) Bond with deformed bars is due mostly to the
shearing resistance of the concrete.
(3) In general the richer the mixture the higher
the bond stresses developed. The running friction also
increases with the richness of the mixture.
(4) Running friction is equivalent to from 40 to 75
per cent of the total bond.
(5) Shear and adhesion form a part of the bond.
(6) Tension of concrete from 156 to 174 lb. per sq.
in. was developed in specimens which failed by tension in
the concrete,
'(7) That the stirrups in the beam tests take the
diagonal shearing stresses.
(8) That the beams failed by bond at an average
bond stress of 330 lb. per sq. in.
(9) The bond developed in the beams was greater
than that in the plain bars in usual bond test specimens.
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TABLE I.
EFFECT OP AGE OH BOND.
i CD
U) rv I ^ ^ ^
A 60 8 12.57 3,890 310 2,000 159 19,800 Rod Slipped
A 60 " It 2,880 229 1,500 119 14,700 II II
A
__60 II 2,600 207 1,300 104 13,250 II It
Average- 3,120 249 l,60d 127
A 30 " tl 2,980 238 15,200 It It
A 30 " It 3,180 253 1,330 106 16,200 If It
3 30
^
It 3,350 267 17,050 If It
Average- 3,170 253 1,330 T06
12 20 " tl 3,650 291 2,200 170 18,600 If It
12 20 " II 3,300 263 2,500 199 16,800 II 11
12 20
^
It 3,140 250 2,000 159 16^000 II n
Average- 3,360 268 2,350 Tf6
Note-
All rods used were l/2—in. plain round mild
steel. The mixture of concrete was 1:2:4.
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TABLE II
EFFECT OF STORAGE
A Moist
A "
n3
3
3
3
Dry
-A
8
I
v4 V
to
. to
(0
(0
1257 2,980 238 15,200 Rod Slipped
" 3,180 253 1330 106 16,200 " "
" 3,350 267 17,050 " "
3,450 275
2,150 172
3,900 311
17,600 Concrete failed
in tension
10,950 Rod Slipped
19,900 «
Note-=.
All rods used were plain l/2-in. round mild
steel. The mixture of concrete was 1:2:4. Age 30 days.

20.
TABLE III.
BOm OF DEPORMED BARS.
hi
^1
4
.
5 Is
Q
X
5>
^
(0
^ s ^ Q OJ
C ^
<0
9 lA'^xlA" 8 8.0 3,410 426
3,440 430tt 11
54,500 Rod Brd^e,^
54,900 " Slipped
and "broke.
3,430 428 2,000 250 55,000 Rod Slipped
Average- 3,430 428 2,000 250
8 l/2"xl/2" 16.0 8,230 515
8 » " " 8,720 545 34,800
8 " n tt 7.850 490 31,400
Average- 8,270 517
32,900 Concrete failefi
in tension.
n ft
Note--
The mixture of concrete was 1:2:4. Age 30 days.
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TABLE IV.
EFFECT OP MIXTURE ON BOND.
"0
'0
i
<5> r
10 "
10 "
Average—
4 1:1 1/2:3 8 12.57 5,210 415 2,630 209 26,500 Rod Slipped
4 " It It 3,580 285 2,500 199 18,200 It II
4 " It It 3,700 295 18,800 Concrete
failed in
Average- 332 204
Tension.
6 1:2:3 It It 2,7 50 219 1,750 139 14,000 Rod Slipped
6 " n It 2,270 181 2,060 164 11,600
*
It It
6 " It It 3,150 251 1,820 145 16,100 ft H
PI 7
A 1:2:4 It It 2,980 238 15,200 n It
A •» It It 3,180 253 1,330 106 16,200 H It
3 " It It 3,350 267 17,050 It ft
Average-
-
253 106
5 1:3:6 II It 3,140 250 2,000 159 16,000 tt II
5 " n It 2,980 238 1,780 142 15,200 It II
5 " II II 3,250 259 1,250 99 16,500 w fl
Average-- 249 133
10 1:4:8 n It 3,410 272 17,350 Concrete
tt It
4,770
3,320
352
264
296
2,400 191
191
Failed in
Tension.
24,300 "
15,900 Rod Slipped.
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TABLE IV. (Cont).
Note--
All rods used were 1/2 inch plain round mild steel. Testqd
at an age of 30 days.
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